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materials.[12–14] Oxides, which have poor 
electrical conductivity in general, have 
remained naturally unexplored in the dis-
cipline of SOT until recently. Certain 4d 
and 5d transition metal oxides, such as 
SrIrO3 and SrRuO3, exhibit moderate elec-
trical conductivity and strong Berry phase 
curvatures,[15–17] which give rise to large 
intrinsic spin Hall conductivity (SHC). 
Therefore, these oxides are potentially 
good sourcing materials for SOT.

The transition metal oxides have a 
multi tude of degrees of freedom, such as 
the crystal lattice, charge, spin, and orbital. 
These tunable parameters are intercon-
nected with each other and are not always 
fully accessible in other material classes. 
The perovskite crystal structure of SrRuO3 
has been extensively studied since the 
rotation of the RuO6 octahedra has enor-
mous impacts on its electrical and mag-
netic properties.[18–26] This octahedral rota-

tion is expected to influence SOT as well from two perspectives. 
First, the band structure of SrRuO3 determines its intrinsic 
SHC, which is strongly influenced by the octahedral crystal 
field.[27–30] Second, the octahedral rotation may alter the local 
inversion symmetry, which has been demonstrated to be cru-
cial for SOT generation.[12,31,32] Therefore, tuning the octahedral 
rotation represents a distinguished means of modulating SOT 
since it potentially allows external control of the intrinsic SHC. 
For instance, it has been demonstrated in a variety of perovskite 
oxides that the octahedral rotation can be controlled by an elec-
tric field.[33–35] This offers greater flexibility in designing full-
electric-field-controlled SOT memory devices. In recent studies, 
sizable SOT has been observed experimentally in both SrIrO3 
and SrRuO3.[36–38] Variations of the SOT efficiency with the 
thickness of SrIrO3 and SrRuO3 were attributed to the thick-
ness-dependent octahedral rotation.[36,38] However, the relation 
between the octahedral rotation and SOT is still blurred due to 
limited evidences.

In this work, we investigate the effects of the octahedral rota-
tion on the SOT generated by SrRuO3 above its Curie tempera-
ture. By carefully engineering the epitaxial strain, we deposit 
three types of SrRuO3 thin films with different octahedral rota-
tions. We examine the SOT in SrRuO3/Ni81Fe19 [also referred 
as Permalloy (Py)] bilayer using both spin-torque ferromag-
netic resonance (ST-FMR) and in-plane harmonic Hall voltage 
(HHV) techniques. The results from the two techniques agree 

Spin–orbit torque (SOT), which arises from the spin–orbit coupling of 
conduction electrons, is believed to be the key route for developing low-
power, high-speed, and nonvolatile memory devices. Despite the theoretical 
prediction of pronounced Berry phase curvatures in certain transition-metal 
perovskite oxides, which lead to considerable intrinsic spin Hall conductivity, 
SOT from this class of materials has rarely been reported until recently. Here, 
the SOT generated by epitaxial SrRuO3 of three different crystal structures is 
systematically studied. The results of both spin-torque ferromagnetic reso-
nance and in-plane harmonic Hall voltage measurements concurrently reveal 
that the intrinsic SOT efficiency of SrRuO3 decreases when the epitaxial strain 
changes from tensile to compressive. The X-ray diffraction data demonstrate 
a strong correlation between the magnitude of SOT and octahedral rotation 
around the in-plane axes of SrRuO3, consistent with the theoretical predic-
tion. This work offers new possibilities of tuning SOT with crystal structures 
and novel opportunities of integrating the unique properties of perovskite 
oxides with spintronic functionalities.

Current induced spin–orbit torque (SOT), which arises from 
the spin–orbit coupling between the electron spin and the 
orbital angular momentum, has proved to be a subject of strong 
academic interest and a promising scheme for developing low-
power magnetic devices.[1–3] Traditionally, materials generating 
a large SOT are predominantly semiconductors[4,5] and heavy 
metals.[3,6,7] Other SOT materials have also been investigated, 
such as antiferromagnets,[8,9] topological insulators,[10,11] and 2D 
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with each other. Relatively larger SOT efficiencies are observed 
in SrRuO3 thin films under a large tensile strain or a small 
compressive strain, which correspond to octahedral rotations 
around the in-plane axes of SrRuO3. By contrast, such octahe-
dral rotations are absent for SrRuO3 thin films under a large 
compressive strain, where negligible SOT is generated. Fur-
thermore, we find that the SOT efficiencies of SrRuO3 decrease 
rapidly with increasing temperature (decreasing electrical con-
ductivity). This suggests the dominant contribution to SOT in 
SrRuO3 is the intrinsic SHC in the “dirty metal” regime[36,39] 
and therefore supports the influence of the octahedral rotation.

Bilayers of SrRuO3 (10, 20 nm)/Py(4 nm) are prepared using 
pulsed laser deposition and DC magnetron sputtering (see the 
Experimental Section). Taking into account the lattice mismatch 
with bulk SrRuO3, we choose three different single-crystal sub-
strates, namely, NdGaO3 (001)c (the “c” in the subscript denotes 
pseudocubic lattice), SrTiO3 (001) and KTaO3 (001) (hereby 
referred as NGO, STO, and KTO). Their bulk lattice constants 
(a) take the following order: aNGO  < aSTO  < aSrRuO3

  < aKTO. In 
our previous reports,[18,40] we found that the large compressive 
strain from NGO enhances (suppresses) the octahedral rotation 
about the out-of-plane (in-plane) axis of SrRuO3. By contrast, 
a large tensile strain from KTO stretches the network of octa-
hedra and induces substantial octahedral rotation around the 
in-plane axes of SrRuO3. In the case of STO, a small compres-
sive strain results in an intermediate structure between the two 
extremes. Figure 1a schematically illustrates the effects of epi-
taxial strain on the lattice parameters of SrRuO3.

We first examine the crystal structures of the epitaxial 
SrRuO3 thin films using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The θ − 2θ 
scans that probe along the [00L] direction in reciprocal space 

are shown in Figure 1b. For all three curves, all peaks from the 
{001}c family of the bulk SrRuO3 crystal but no other film peaks 
are observed in the diffraction pattern. This indicates good 
crystallinity and (001)c epitaxy of the SrRuO3 films on all sub-
strates. The inset shows an enlarged view of a representative 
(002)c film peak with Laue oscillation, which further confirms 
the high crystallinity. Two tests are performed to verify the 
epitaxial relations in the film plane. Figure  1c shows a typical 
φ-scan. Both the substrates and the film exhibit a fourfold sym-
metry of the 103 peak indicating only a negligible phase differ-
ence between the substrate and the film peaks. This suggests 
that the epitaxial relation of substrate/SrRuO3 is [100]/[100]c. 
The typical reciprocal space mappings (RSMs) around (103) 
are shown in Figure  1d. For all three substrates, the film and 
substrate have similar H values. This verifies the epitaxial rela-
tion derived by the φ-scan and also suggests that our SrRuO3 
films are almost fully strained. Based on the reciprocal space 
vectors,[41] we extract the lattice constants of SrRuO3 as follows: 
a = b = 3.989 Å and c = 3.898 Å for KTO/SrRuO3; a = 3.917 Å, 
b = 3.933 Å and c = 3.946 Å for STO/SrRuO3; a = b = 3.850 Å 
and c = 4.013 Å for NGO/SrRuO3. All angles between the unit 
cell sides are measured to be 90° within experimental error, 
except β for SrRuO3 on STO, which is 89.6°, as indicated in 
Figure  1a. It is worth noting that lattice parameters alone are 
insufficient to determine the structural phase of SrRuO3 when 
an octahedral rotation is present, since the octahedral rotation 
can lower the symmetry derived from lattice parameters.

The SOT in the SrRuO3/Py bilayers is evaluated using 
the ST-FMR technique at room temperature[3,9,31] (see the 
Experimental Section; Note S1 of the Supporting Informa-
tion for details). Figure  2a shows the schematic setup, where 
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Figure 1. Epitaxial growth of SrRuO3 thin films. a) Schematic illustration of the effects of epitaxial strain on the lattice parameters of SrRuO3. The 
coordinates are labeled as mutually orthogonal in pseudocubic lattice. b) θ − 2θ scans that probe along [00L] direction in reciprocal space. Film peaks 
are labelled with “*”. The inset shows an enlarged picture of 002 peak of SrRuO3 on STO. Arbitrary back grounds are added separate the plots. c) φ 
scan of KTO/SrRuO3. d) RSMs around (103) of SrRuO3 films on different substrates.
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a rectifying voltage Vmix is measured when a microwave Jc is 
applied to the bilayer under external in-plane magnetic field 
B. Vmix has a symmetric component (Vsym) with the amplitude 
VS and an antisymmetric component (Vasy) with the amplitude 
VA. The merit of ST-FMR is its self-calibrating nature, which 
allows comparison of the relative change in damping-like SOT 
efficiency (ξFMR) using the ratio VS/VA

�
V

V

e M d d M

B
1FMR

S

A

0 s SRO Py 0 eff

res

ξ
µ µ= +

 

(1)

Here, e is the electron charge, μ0 is the permeability of free 
space, ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, and Bres is the resonant 
field. The thicknesses of the two layers are dSRO and dPy, respec-
tively. The saturation magnetization and the effective in-plane 
magnetization of the Py layer are Ms and Meff, respectively.

Typical spectra of Vmix and its components measured at 
7 GHz  with field direction φB  = 45° are shown in Figure  2b. 
An obvious symmetric component is observed for SrRuO3/Py 
deposited on both KTO and STO substrates, which indicates 
a substantial amount of damping-like SOT. By contrast, the 

symmetric component is negligibly small for SrRuO3/Py on 
NGO, which corresponds to a much smaller damping-like SOT. 
Figure  2c shows the ξFMR measured at different frequencies. 
The average ξFMR across the frequency range for SrRuO3/Py on 
the KTO, STO, and NGO substrates are 0.154, 0.139, and 0.015, 
respectively. The values of ξFMR for the bilayers deposited on 
KTO and STO are similar to that for the orthorhombic SrRuO3/
Co bilayer measured by ST-FMR.[36] We verify that the varia-
tions in ξFMR across three substrates are not likely to be caused 
by differences in the longitudinal electrical resistivity ρxx of 
the SrRuO3 layers, which are 174.7 μΩ cm (KTO), 120.5 μΩ cm 
(STO), and 114.3 μΩ cm (NGO), respectively (see Note S2, Sup-
porting Information).

We modify parameters of our ST-FMR measurement to fur-
ther investigate the physical significance of the observed ξFMR. 
In Figure  2d, ξFMR appears to be roughly independent of the 
microwave direction (φE) relative to the SrRuO3 lattice for all 
three substrates. This implies that the intrinsic spin Hall con-
ductivities of SrRuO3 in all its three phases are more or less 
isotropic, as opposed to SrIrO3.[15,37,38] Another possibility is the 
twinned crystal domains, which has been reported frequently 
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Figure 2. SOT efficiency (ξFMR) measured by ST-FMR. a) Schematic setup. The coordinate system is based on the crystal lattice of the SrRuO3 film. 
b) Measured ST-FMR voltage (Vmix) at 7 GHz from SrRuO3 (20 nm)/Py (4 nm) bilayer deposited on different substrates. φB = 45° and φE = 0°. c) ξFMR 
from 5 to 9 GHz with the microwave direction φE = 0°. d) Dependence of ξFMR on φE measured at φB = 45°. e) Dependence of ξFMR on the SrRuO3 
thickness in KTO/SrRuO3/Py. The shaded regions in (c,e) indicate average values within 1 standard deviation (s.d.).
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in SrRuO3
[36,42] and other materials.[9] This would flatten the in-

plane anisotropy of SOT in measurement, even it exists intrin-
sically. It has been reported that the measured SOT efficiencies 
are affected by many thickness-dependent mechanisms, such 
as spin diffusion length,[8] electrical resistivity,[31] and crystal 
phase.[36,38] We find that the thickness of the SrRuO3 layer in 
this study is sufficiently large to have a notable effect on ξFMR. 
As seen from Figure 2e, there is almost no change in ξFMR when 
SrRuO3 thickness in KTO/SrRuO3/Py is reduced from 20  to 
10  nm. This is consistent with the previous reports[36,38] and 
therefore we expect the crystal structure of SrRuO3 to remain 
unchanged for both film thicknesses investigated here. Also, 
for SrRuO3 film thickness of 10  nm and above, the electrical 
resistivity [31] and spin diffusion length[8] should be saturated. In 
addition, we measure the Vmix at varying external field direction 
φB, which is shown in Note S3 of the Supporting Information. 
Both Vsym and Vasy have only the sin(2φB)cos(φB) component, 
suggesting the regular in-plane damping-like and out-of-plane 
field-like SOT. The only magnetic anisotropy in our SrRuO3/Py 
samples is a small (≈1.5 mT) in-plane uniaxial anisotropic field, 
which is consistent with the previous report on Py.[43]

The SOT efficiency extracted by the ratio analysis represents 
the relative strength of in-plane damping-like torque to out-of-
plane field-like torque, where the latter has been assumed to 
be of a predominant Oersted origin in metals.[3,6,7] However, 
it is unclear if this assumption holds for oxides. We conduct 
two experiments to address this question. First, we measure 
the dampinglike SOT efficiency ξDL, FMR using the DC-tuned 
ST-FMR technique (Note S4, Supporting Information). The 
results suggest that the SOT generated by SrRuO3 is predomi-
nantly damping-like. Second, we use the in-plane HHV tech-
nique[12,44–46] to measure the SOT efficiency in SrRuO3 (20 nm)/
Py (4 nm) independently, where the SOT efficiency is extracted 
from the damping-like torque only (see the Experimental 
Section; Note S5 of the Supporting Information for details). 
Figure 3a shows a schematic setup of the HHV measurement. 
The second harmonic Hall resistance Rxy

2ω in response to an 
alternating current Jcsin(ωt) is measured while an in-plane 
external magnetic field B applied at an angle φB with Jc. The 
measured Rxy

2ω is fitted against φB using
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Here RPHE, RAHE, and γ are the planar Hall resistance, the 
anomalous Hall resistance, and the gyromagnetic ratio, respec-
tively. The cos(2φB)cos(φB) term describes the strength of field-
like SOT (τFL). The cos(φB) term consists of contributions from 
both the damping-like torque (τDL) and the anomalous Nernst 
effect (RANE). The sin(2φB) term with amplitude Rx, which has 
been removed during data processing or sometimes ignored in 
previous studies, is likely to arise from a thermal gradient along 
the direction of current[45] (Note S6, Supporting Information). 
Figure 3b shows the typical Rxy

2ω , which can be well fitted using 
Equation (2). After removing the constants from the amplitude 

of the cos(φB) term, we plot B M
DL

0 eff

τ
µ+  against B M

1

0 effµ+  to 

extract the τDL from the gradient of the linear fit. In Figure 3c, 
the good linear relation for both devices on KTO and STO is the 
direct evidence of a sizable damping-like SOT at room tempera-
ture (300 K). On the other hand, the same plot for a device on 

NGO is rather scattered in a small range of 
B M

DL

0 eff

τ
µ+  across 

the same span of 
B M

1

0 effµ+
 as those on KTO and STO. This 

indicates that a negligible damping-like SOT is generated from 
NGO/SrRuO3. The damping-like SOT efficiency can be com-

puted using 
�

e M d

J

2
,DL,HHV

DL s Py

SRO

ξ τ
γ

= [45] where JSRO is the current 

density in the SrRuO3 layer. We find ξDL,HHV  = 0.078, 0.035, 
and 0.008 at room temperature for SrRuO3/Py KTO, STO, and 
NGO, respectively. This is consistent with the order of magni-
tude of ξFMR. The numerical discrepancies between ξDL,HHV and 
ξFMR for the same sample are not fully understood at this stage, 
but have been prevalent in the previous studies as well.[45,47] 
The possible contributing factors are discussed in Note S7 of 
the Supporting Information. In Note S8 of the Supporting 
Information, we also evaluate that the observed differences in 
ξDL,HHV and ξFMR across substrates are less likely to arise from 
the interface of SrRuO3/Py, though oxidation of Py[48] might 
influence the interfacial transparency[36,49] of SrRuO3/Py.

In order to interpret the origin of SOT generated by SrRuO3, 
we examine the temperature (T) dependence of ξDL,HHV. The 
lowest temperature we present here is 180 K, which is suf-
ficiently higher than the Curie temperature of all phases of 
SrRuO3.[18,37,40] This ensures that magnetic moments contrib-
uting to the HHV measurement are predominantly from Py. 
Otherwise, the magnetic moments of ferromagnetic SrRuO3 
would complicate the signal and physical significance through 
mechanisms like magnetic inhomogeneity and spin-dependent 
scattering. In Figure  3d, both the ξDL,HHV measured from 
KTO/SrRuO3/Py and STO/SrRuO3/Py are sizable and increase 
with decreasing T whereas the ξDL,HHV for the case of NGO/
SrRuO3/Py is negligibly small and is almost independent of T. 
Assuming a spin Hall effect dominated SOT, we compute the 

effective SHC 
xx

s
DL,HHVσ ξ
ρ

= . Figure 3e summarizes the depend-

ence of σs on both T and longitudinal electrical conductivity 
(σxx). σs shares the similar trend as ξDL,HHV and its relative 
strength across substrates does not change with T. Since σs 
of SrRuO3 deposited on both KTO and STO decreases rapidly 
with increasing T and decreasing σxx, it closely resembles the 
intrinsic SHC in the “dirty metal” regime.[36,39] In this scenario, 
the intrinsic contribution dominates the SHC and it decreases 
quickly with decreasing carrier mean lifetime τ, which can be 
gauged by measuring σxx since σxx ∝ τ.

Combining the results from ST-FMR and HHV measure-
ments, we obtain the following implications. First, the SOT 
generated by SrRuO3 is heavily influenced by its crystal struc-
ture, where KTO/SrRuO3 produces the largest amount of SOT 
followed by STO/SrRuO3, but NGO/SrRuO3 produces negli-
gible SOT. Second, the SOT is likely to arise from the intrinsic 
mechanism (Figure 3e) with a bulk-like behavior (Figure 2e). In 
an attempt to understand how the crystal structure of SrRuO3 
could possibly affect its SOT, we determine the type of octa-
hedral rotation in different phases by examining half-integer 

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2007114
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peaks from XRD measurement.[18,40,50] A vector g* in the recip-
rocal space of unit vector a*, b*, and c* can be expressed as 
g* = Ha* + Kb* + Lc*. The half-integer measurements are per-
formed in the coordinate system of the substrates with fixed 
H and K values but varying L, which we refer as L scan here. 
Figure 4a shows the L scans along selected directions for NGO/
SrRuO3. The absence of the (0, 1/2, L) film peaks implies the 
absence of a+ rotation. The absence of the (1/2, 1/2, L) film 
peaks implies the absence of a−, b−, and c+ rotations. The pres-
ence of the (1/2, 3/2, 3/2) peak implied the presence of either b− 
or c− rotation. Therefore, the combined results from Figure 4a 
imply that the octahedral rotation for SrRuO3 on NGO is a0a0c−. 
Here, “a”, “b”, and “c” denote the axis of rotation; “+”, “−”, and 
“0” on the superscript indicate in-phase, out-of-phase, and no 

octahedral rotation, respectively. In Figure  4b, the presence of 
the (0, 1/2, 2) peak indicates the presence of b+ rotation, which 
also excludes the b− rotation. The presence of the (1/2, 1/2, 3/2) 
peak suggests the presence of either a− or b− rotation. The pres-
ence of the (1/2, 3/2, 3/2) peak indicates either b− or c−. There-
fore, the octahedral rotation of SrRuO3 on STO substrate is 
a−b+c−. In Figure 4c, similar to the other two substrates, it can be 
shown that either a−, b− or c− and/or the combination of them is 
present. Considering the present film peaks are consistent with 
the previous studies[18,51] and the allowed space group, the octa-
hedral rotation of SrRuO3 on KTO is determined to be a−a−c+. 
Note that this type of octahedral rotation can also be labeled 
as a+c−c−, depending on the orientation of the c-axis of the 
orthorhombic lattice. [42,51] The combined results of the lattice 

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2007114

Figure 3. SOT evaluated by HHV technique. a) Schematic setup. b) Typical second harmonic Hall resistance (Rxy
2ω) at Jc = 8 mA and B = 0.1 T using 

NGO/SrRuO3/Py at room temperature. c) Linear plot of B M
DL

0 eff

τ
µ+  against B M

1
0 effµ+  for SrRuO3/Py deposited on different substrates. d) Extracted 

SOT efficiency (ξDL, HHV) at different temperature (T). e) Dependence of effective SHC (σs) on T (left) and longitudinal electrical conductivity (σxx) 
(right).
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parameters and the types of octahedral rotation also allow us to 
determine the crystal structure SrRuO3. Our SrRuO3 thin films 
are tetragonal, monoclinic, and orthorhombic when deposited 
on NGO, STO, and KTO substrates, respectively (Note S9, Sup-
porting Information).

The types of octahedral rotation in SrRuO3 on each substrate 
are schematically shown in Figure 4d. We find that the SrRuO3 
thin film has no octahedral rotation (a0) around the in-plane 
axes when depositing on NGO, where minimum SOT efficien-
cies (ξFMR and ξDL,HHV) are observed. By contrast, relatively 

larger SOT efficiencies are correlated to the presence of both in-
phase (b+) and out-of-phase (a−) octahedral rotations around the 
in-plane axes of SrRuO3 deposited on STO and KTO substrates. 
This is consistent with the previous theoretical studies.[15,30] 
It has been predicted[30] that in a transition metal oxide like 
SrRuO3, the distortion of the octahedral crystal field due to 
octahedral rotation splits the eg and t2g manifolds into sub-
bands, where an overlap between the manifolds or sub-bands 
is supported by the effect of spin–orbit coupling. This counters 
the dampening effect of a strong crystal field on the spin Hall 

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2007114

Figure 4. Octahedral rotation in SrRuO3 of different crystal structures. a–c) L scans along selected directions for SrRuO3 deposited on different sub-
strates. Film peaks are indicated by “*”. The six sharp and narrow peaks in (a) arise from the NGO substrate. The measurement coordinates are defined 
with reference to the lattice of the substrates. d) Octahedral rotation in SrRuO3 deposited on KTO, STO, and NGO substrate. Coordinates are defined 
with reference to the pseudocubic lattice of SrRuO3.
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effect and results in substantially enhanced intrinsic SHC. In 
our study, owning to the smallest lattice mismatch between 
STO and SrRuO3, an intermediate crystal structure of SrRuO3 
is produced, where an intermediate octahedral rotation is also 
expected. It is therefore not surprising that the SOT efficiency 
of SrRuO3 deposited on STO is always between those from the 
other two substrates, regardless of the measurement method.

To verify the effect of octahedral rotations, we perform first-
principles calculations on the intrinsic SHC in bulk SrRuO3 
under different strain conditions (see Note S10, Supporting 
Information). Using the same type of octahedral rotations and 
the same lattice parameters as experimentally found, we cal-
culate the values of SHC for SrRuO3 on KTO and STO sub-
strates to be much larger than the value of SHC for SrRuO3 
on NGO substrate (Figure S9a, Supporting Information). In 
Figure S11 of the Supporting Information, we show that the 
calculated intrinsic spin Hall conductivity increases with the 
angle of octahedral rotation. These results are consistent with 
our experimental observations indicating that the type and 
magnitude of the octahedral rotation in SrRuO3 plays a deci-
sive role in controlling the SHC. While changes in the lattice 
volume also affect the SHC (Figure S10, Supporting Informa-
tion), they solely cannot explain the experimentally observed 
SOT efficiencies.

In summary, we have investigated the SOT efficiencies 
of perovskite oxide SrRuO3 in three crystal structures deter-
mined by epitaxial growth of SrRuO3 thin films on different 
substrates. Using two complementary techniques, spin-torque 
ferromagnetic resonance and in-plane harmonic Hall voltage 
measurements, we find that the measured SOT efficiencies of 
the SrRuO3/Py bilayer deposited on KTO, STO, and NGO sub-
strates at room temperature are ξFMR = 0.154, 0.139, and 0.015, 
and ξDL,HHV = 0.078, 0.035, and 0.008, respectively. The relative 
strength of ξDL,HHV does not change when lowering the temper-
ature to 180 K. Dependence of the σs on T and σxx suggests that 
the dominant contribution to the SOT generated by SrRuO3 is 
the intrinsic SHC in the “dirty metal” regime. By examining the 
types of octahedral rotation, we find that the strength of SOT in 
SrRuO3 is strongly correlated to the octahedral rotation around 
its in-plane axes.

Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: The SrRuO3 layer was deposited using a pulsed 

laser deposition system at 750  °C and under an oxygen pressure 
of 150 mTorr. They were cooled down to room temperature before 
transferring in situ to an interconnected sputtering chamber. Then 
the Py layer was deposited at room temperature using DC magnetron 
sputtering method with a base pressure of less than 2  × 10−8  Torr. All 
samples were passivated by a 2 nm SiO2 layer using RF magnetron 
sputtering. The SrRuO3/Py bilayer was patterned into microstrip and 
6-terminal Hall bar devices by the combination of photolithography and 
ion beam etching. The microstrip device for ST-FMR measurement has a 
dimension of 10 μm × 40 μm. The Hall bar device has a width of 10 μm 
and Hall lead width of 5 and 40 μm between Hall leads. Both types of 
devices are terminated by a thick electrode of Ti (5 nm)/Cu (100 nm).

Structural Characterization: All of the X-ray diffraction measurements 
were performed at room temperature at the Singapore Synchrotron 
Light Source with an X-ray wavelength of 1.541 Å (Cu Kα radiation).

Measurement of SOT: A Rohde & Schwarz SMB 100A signal 
generator was used to provide the modulated microwave for ST-FMR 

measurement. The microwave has the frequency of 5–9  GHz, a 
modulation frequency of 317.3 Hz and a nominal power of 18 dBm. The 
rectifying voltage was collected using a Zurich Instrument MFLI lock-in 
amplifier. A Keithley 6221 source meter was used to generate AC current 
of 317.3  Hz for the HHV measurement. The current amplitude for the 
data in the main text is 8 mA, which is equivalent to 3.3 × 106 A cm−2. 
The first and second harmonic Hall voltages were collected using the 
same lock-in amplifier above.
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